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Turnpike theory in econometrics

Neumann path

Dorfman, Samuelson, Solow 1958
McKenzie 1963



"if origin and destination are far enough apart, it 
will always pay to get on the turnpike and cover 
distance at the best rate of travel ...“ (Dorfman, 
Samuelson, Solow 1958)

Turnpike theory in econometrics



Turnpike theory in control theory

• Wilde & Kokotovic 1972: Dichotomy
• Rockafellar 1973: Saddle point
• Anderson & Kokotovic 1987: nonlinear systems

Figure from Anderson 
& Kokotovic 1987

• Porretta & Zuazua 2013:
Infinite dim & Turnpike inequality

• Trélat & Zuazua 2015:
nonlinear systems

• Grune et.al. 2016:
Dissipative system theory

• Zuazua 2017: Wave equation
• Trélat, Zhang & Zuazua 2018:

Periodic turnpike



Nonlinear optimal control problems



Optimal control and HJE



HJE and optimal control



HJE and optimal control



✓ This result is known since ‘60. 

✓ The solution methods for HJE were until recently limited

• Taylor expansion (Al’brekht ’61, Lukes ’69)
• Galerkin approximation (Beard ‘97)
• …

✓ No applications had been reported except for simple numerical 
examples. 

✓ In 2008, A. J. van der Schaft and I proposed the stable manifold 
method for HJE. 

Stable manifold method



Stable manifold method

The stable manifold method for HJE

✓ Hamiltonian ode instead of pde

✓ Invariant manifold of the Hamiltonian system instead of obtaining V

✓ Iterative computational algorithm

✓ Easier to implement 



Invariant manifold theory

Finite dimensional ode: 



Invariant manifold theory



Iterative algorithms for computation



Stable manifold method for optimal control

3. Stable manifold of the Ham. Sys
(iterative computation) 

Lagrangian submanifold 
Property (integrability) of SM

1. HJE (optimal control problem) 

2. Hamiltonian system 

4. Optimal feedback control 



Mechatronics control via 
optimal control



Swing up control of
flexible inverted pendulum



φencoder
DC motor

θencoder

Spring steel flexible beam

©JAXA

Light 
weight

Agility

Nonlinear control of flexible structure

Swing up & stabilization of flexible IP



Swing up control with filter?

No switching is allowed!

Swing up & stabilization of flexible IP

➢ Frequency-dependent LQ control 
can stabilize the system 

(cut-off frequency 3Hz)

➢ LQ control causes spillover instability

➢ Spring steel beam, natural frequency 6Hz
(lower than aluminum beam)



φencoder
DC motor

θencoder

Cut-off filter Delay compensation
Spring steel flexible beam

Controller structure 

Swing up & stabilization of flexible IP



Acrobot swing up



Acrobot

Control torque

Free rotation

link1
passive link

link2
active link

Multiple equilibrium



Acrobot



Acrobot



Acrobot



Acrobot



Acrobot



"if origin and destination are far enough 
apart, it will always pay to get on the 
turnpike and cover distance at the best 
rate of travel ...“ (Dorfman 1958)

Turnpike theory – A geometric approach



Nonlinear optimal control problems



Turnpike phenomena in OCPs



Possible approaches



Possible approaches

Both require to solve 2-point boundary value problem (BVP)

(theory of 1st order pdes)

Dynamical system approach provides a geometric framework 
to analyze BVPs when T>>1.



BVP trajectories --- guess



Stable & unstable manifolds



Stable & unstable manifolds



Stable & unstable manifolds & BVP1



Stable & unstable manifolds & BVP1



Stable & unstable manifolds & BVP2



Stable & unstable manifolds & BVP2



Stable & unstable manifolds BVP2



How do we justify this??



The Lambda lemma (inclination lemma)



The Lambda lemma (inclination lemma)



Perturbed behavior around (un)stable manifolds



Perturbed behavior around (un)stable manifolds



Perturbed behavior around (un)stable manifolds



The turnpike inequality in general systems



Idea of proof



The geometric conditions for BVPs



Geometric interpretations



Geometric interpretations



Solution for (OCP1)



Solution for (OCP1) in linear case



Solution for (OCP2)



Local solution for (OCP2) 



Existence condition of optimal control

The same condition required in the stable manifold 
method for optimal regulation.                       



1-swing control                        2-swing control

J=11.5                                    J=5.1

Non-unique solution in HJE



Analyze the solutions for 1 swing, 2swing, 3swing control

Non-unique solution in HJE

3D figures of the stable manifold including 1~3 swing controllers

x1-x2-p1 space                                  x1-x2-p2 space                          



Summary and comments

➢ Using dynamical system theory such as invariant 
manifolds & lambda-Lemma, a framework to analyze 
turnpike geometrically has been proposed. 

➢ So far, it is shown that we are able to recover some 
important prior results in simpler manners. 

➢ Computation (possibility): method developed for the 

stable manifold method for optimal regulation. 

➢ The existence of Turnpike can be reduced to the 
existence (& its size) of (un)stable manifolds. 
Use of the results on nonlinear stabilizability



Summary and comments

➢ Extension for infinite dim systems: Riccati theory with 
Hamiltonian approach, infinite dim lambda-Lemma are 
not completely established. 


